After eleven gravitational-wave detections from compact-binary mergers, we are yet to observe the striking general-relativistic phenomenon of orbital precession. Measurements of precession would provide valuable insights into the distribution of black-hole spins, and therefore into astrophysical binary formation mechanisms. We make use of our recent two-harmonic approximation of precessingbinary signals [1] to introduce the "precession signal-to-noise ratio", ρp. We demonstrate that this can be used to clearly identify whether precession was measured in an observation (by comparison with both current detections and simulated signals), and can immediately quantify the measurability of precession in a given signal without the need for computationally expensive parameter-estimation studies. ρp has numerous potential applications to signal searches, source-property measurements, and population studies. We give one example: assuming one possible astrophysical spin distribution, we predict that precession has a one in 30 chance of being observed in any detection.
The Advanced Laser Interferometer GravitationalWave Observatory (aLIGO) [2] and Advanced Virgo (AdV) [3] , provide a unique method of observing mergers of black holes and/or neutron stars. Observations to date already provide insights into the mass and spin distributions of black holes [4, 5] . One important general relativistic effect that has not yet been observed is orbital precession, which arises when the black-hole spins are not aligned with the binary's orbital angular momentum. It is well understood that in general the orbital angular momentum then precesses around the total angular momentum with frequency Ω P [6, 7] , but the imprint of precession on the signal measured in a network of interferometric detectors has a complicated dependency not only on the binary configuration (the component masses and spins), but also its orientation to the detector and the detector polarisation. Until now it has not been possible to easily calculate when precession will be measurable in a given observation, or, therefore, to infer the impact of precession measurements on the properties of astrophysical binary populations and their formation mechanisms.
In this letter, we take advantage of a new characterization of precession [1] : waveforms are written as a power series in b = tan(β/2), where β is the opening angle between the total and orbital angular momenta. The frequency of each term differs by the precession frequency Ω P . The individual waveforms in the power series do not exhibit precession; this now arises naturally due to the beating of the harmonics with slightly offset frequencies against each other. For the majority of the binary merger parameter space, the first two harmonics are sufficient to capture the leading-order precession information [1] . This simplification allows us to define a quantity that directly encodes the observability of precession in a waveform. As the harmonics themselves do not show evidence of precession, the tell-tale sign will be the unambiguous identification of at least two of the precession harmonics in the signal. Thus, we introduce the quantity ρ p as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the second most significant harmonic of the waveform. We demonstrate the efficacy of ρ p by analyzing a series of simulated signals and show that precession is clearly identified whenever the precessing SNR is above a simple threshold. We then demonstrate that ρ p is consistent with the non-measurement of precession in the signals from the first two aLIGO and AdV observing runs. Finally, we identify when we are likely to first measure precession in aLIGO-AdV observations, and what it will teach us about astrophysical binary formation mechanisms.
The two-harmonic approximation: In Ref.
[1], we showed that the gravitational waveform for a precessing binary can be expressed as the sum of five nonprecessing harmonics, which form a power series in b. For most configurations b 1, and we may consider only the first two harmonics. If we focus on a single detector, we may write the waveform as,
where (with explicit frequency dependence),
A(f ) is the amplitude, which is inversely proportional to the luminosity distance d L , the phase evolution is,
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and the precession amplitudes are,
The detector polarisation is ψ and θ is the angle between the total angular momentum J and the detector line of sight. The binary phase is φ and the precession phase of L around J is α; φ o and α o are their values at some initial reference frequency. The waveform is composed of two components that have frequencies offset by Ω P =α, and the observed amplitude and phase modulation of the waveform is caused by the beating of one waveform against the other. The relative amplitude and phase of the two waveforms is governed by the viewing angle (encoded in θ, ψ) and the initial precession phase α o . The overall amplitude and phase depend upon these parameters as well as the distance d L and initial phase φ o . It is not difficult to show that across the range of parameters the ratio between A 1 and A 0 can take any value.
In our approximation, a system with the total angular momentum along the line of sight will contain only the 0-harmonic; while one with the angular momentum orthogonal to the line of sight will contain the m = 0 harmonic in the + polarization and the 1-harmonic in the × polarization. In [1] , we show that the approximation works well when b has a mean value ≤ 0.4, and there the main issue is the 2-harmonic contributing significantly for edge-on systems.
Observability of precession: As shown in Ref. [8] , most binaries are approximately equivalent to one where only the larger black hole is spinning, and the in-plane spin component (which causes precession) has the magnitude χ p . However, the mapping between χ p and the observability of precession is unclear.
By parameterising the waveform as in (1), we can readily answer the question of where in the parameter space precession is measurable. Both the m = 0 and 1 harmonics of the precessing waveform have the same amplitude evolution as the underlying non-precessing waveform, but a different phase evolution. Furthermore, the evolution of α is typically proportional to f −1 , so that the phase evolution is consistent with a non-precessing signal with different mass ratio or aligned spin [6, 9, 10] .
We therefore assume that we must clearly identify both leading harmonics in order to measure precession. In cases where there is more than one precession cycle, the two harmonics will be close to orthogonal, (h 0 |h 1 ) ≈ 0 (see Fig. 8 in Ref. [1] ), so the observability of precession is determined by the precession SNR:
To determine the SNR required to observe precession, consider the maximum likelihood. As the amplitude and phase of each harmonic are independent, this is a maximization over two degrees of freedom. In the absence of measurable precession, and assuming well-modelled Gaussian noise, ρ p will be χ 2 distributed with two degrees of freedom, i.e., ρ p > 2.1 is expected in less than 10% of cases. A more accurate analysis should also consider the volume of the binary parameter space (in particular, location, orientation and distance) consistent with the non-precessing and precessing parameters and use these to appropriately weight the likelihood. We will return to this in future work.
In Fig. 1 we show the recovered distribution of χ p and ρ p for a number of signals, both real and simulated. For each signal, we use a nested sampling routine within the LALInference code [11] to obtain posterior probability distributions for the parameters. First, we show the recovered χ p and ρ p distribution for a set of simulated signals (using the IMRPhenomPv2 model [12] ), each with the same choices of masses and spins (total mass M = 40M , mass ratio 2:1, and an in-plane spin of χ p = 0.4 on the large black hole only) but varying orientation, θ. The distance to each signal is chosen to ensure a fixed signal SNR of 20. This results in a distance variation of ∼ 3.5× between our least and most inclined systems, implying that our least inclined system is ∼ 30× more likely to be detected. Each signal was weighted by an aLIGO O2 power spectrum [4] to mimic the average result over many injections into Gaussian noise. For binaries with total angular momentum closely aligned with the line of sight, the precessing SNR is consistent with no power in the 1-harmonic, and the posterior on χ p is essentially consistent with the prior (and actually excludes high χ p in some cases). When θ > 50
• , the χ p posterior peaks away from zero and precession is clearly observed.
The precession SNR, ρ p , provides a clearer characterization of when a signal has observable precession. A value of ρ p > 2.1 tells us immediately that precession is observable. There is no equivalent for χ p . The width of the ρ p posterior should be roughly constant for all configurations, and is not as strongly affected by the prior as χ p . This is clearly seen for the simulated signals. For real signals we expect some variation in the width of the ρ p posteriors due to the presence of real noise and calibration uncertainties, but on average the widths are still roughly constant. It is possible to have a system with high χ p where precession cannot be measured, and a system with low χ p where it can. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of ρ p for the BBH merger signals that were observed in the aLIGO and AdV O1 and O2 runs [4] . No evidence of precession was found in these signals [5] , as is made clear from the recovery of ρ p . There are several cases where the distribution extends to 3 or 4, but the median never exceeds the 2.1 threshold. These results demonstrate the efficacy of ρ p in determining the measurability of precession. More details will be provided in Ref. [13] .
When will we observe precession? We now use ρ p to estimate how often precession will be measurable for a range of possible astrophysical spin distributions.
We simulate nine populations, made up of three distributions of spin magnitude, and three distributions of spin orientation. The spin-magnitude distributions were used in Refs. [14] [15] [16] : low and high are triangular, peaked either at zero or extremal spin, and flat is a uniform distribution. The spin-orientation distributions are aligned (a triangular distribution in cos σ, where σ is the spin misalignment angle, which peaks at 1 and can take values 0.85 < cos σ < 1.0, i.e., σ < ∼ 30°), precessing (triangular in cos σ peaks at 0, with values −0.15 < cos σ < 0.15, i.e., 80°< ∼ σ < ∼ 100°), and isotropic (uniform in cos σ between −1 and 1).
For each population, we generate 10 5 binaries with masses drawn from a power law mass distribution with p(m 1 ) ∝ m 5 M and m 1 (as in [16] ), and distributed uniformly in volume and binary orientation. We use the aLIGO O2 sensitivity to determine whether the binary would be detected, and for each detected binary calculate ρ p ; we expect qualitatively similar results at O3 sensitivity. Tab. I shows the probability of observing precession, ρ p > 2.1, in a single event drawn from each of the nine populations. As expected, we are most likely to observe precession when the black holes have high spins that lie preferentially in the orbital plane (over a quarter of signals have observable precession) and least likely for black holes with low spins, or with spins preferentially (close to) aligned with the orbital angular momentum.
Given that precession has not been observed in the gravitational wave detections to date, we are able to restrict the spin distribution. Tab. I shows the probability of detecting ten signals with no observable precession from each of the nine spin distributions. Based upon precession (non-)observations alone, we strongly disfavour all precessing distributions (although these are already considered astrophysically unlikely, there are models that predict preferentially in-plane spins FIG. 2 . The distribution of χp, θ and q for observable binaries (grey), and those with measurable precession (blue), assuming a low isotropic spin distribution. [17, 18] ) and isotropic spins with flat or high magnitudes. Constraints on spins have mainly been provided by considering the measurable aligned-spin component [4, [14] [15] [16] (but see Refs. [5, 19, 20] ), and provide strong evidence against all but low aligned or iostropic distributions, with low isotropic spins preferred.
Combining these results will further restrict the spin distribution consistent with gravitational wave observations, and will likely require spin magnitudes even smaller than our low distribution (see also Ref. [4] ).
Finally, we identify the regions of parameter space that lead to observable precession. In Fig. 2 , we show the expected distribution of the mass ratio, precessing spin χ p and binary orientation θ for the observable binaries from the low isotropic distribution as well as for the subset of binaries with observable precession. We identify clear regions of the parameter space where precession is more likely to be observed: large values of χ p and binaries that are close to edge-on. Regions where the chance of observing precession is close to zero include binaries with χ p < 0.2 or where the total angular momentum is within 30
• of the line of sight. We also note that most observations of precession will be in comparable-mass binaries, i.e., q ≤ 2. This may be surprising, because it is well known that precession is more easily measured at higher mass ratios; e.g., in <10% of detections with q < 2, but >30% for q > 2. However, with over 90% of detections with q < 2, these vastly outnumber the higher-mass-ratio observations, and we find that ∼70% of precession observations will come from detections of binaries with q < 2.
Discussion: In this letter we introduced a simple method to identify when precession is measurable in a compact binary gravitational-wave signal. By approximating the waveform using the first two harmonics in a power series expansion in the tangent of the halfopening angle, we have shown that the unambiguous observation of precession requires the identification of both of these harmonics in the data; the precession SNR ρ p is a simple measure of this observability. We have demonstrated the efficacy of ρ p through parameter estimation studies and also provided the distributions of ρ p for the aLIGO-AdV observations to date. Using our definition of precession SNR, we have identified how often precession will be observed for a variety of potential astrophysical spin distributions. For the most likely distribution, based on current observations (low-aligned ) there is a 75% chance that precession will be measured after ∼40 observations, and is therefore likely to be observed during the current third aLIGOAdV observing run (O3). The non-measurement of precession by the end of O3 would place much stronger constraints on spin orientations and magnitudes.
The precession SNR has numerous applications. Most immediately, it allows us to determine the measurability of precession in a system without performing computationally expensive parameter estimation studies. This allows us to, e.g., easily fold precession information into population analyses of black-hole binaries. This formalism should also allow us to gain new insights into parameter estimation, and an obvious extension is to try to map from a ρ p value to a prediction for the measured χ p distribution. The two-harmonic formulation for precession could also lead to new methods for precessing searches, as discussed in detail in [1] : first using the parameter b to identify regions in the parameter space where precession is important and then by developing a search to extract the power contained in the two harmonics of the precessing signal. Finally, we note the limitations of this approximation: the twoharmonic approximation works best for binaries where b = tan(β/2) < ∼ 0.4, which is equivalent to β < ∼ 45
• ; while this includes the majority of the parameter space, it does not extend to all systems with high mass ratio and/or high χ p ; see Fig. 3 in Ref. [1] .
